
BOOK REVIEWS

Gn�Dwom..’s CLINICAL LABORATORY METHODS AND DIAGNOSIS. ED. 6. Edited by Sam

Frankel, Stanley Reitman and Alex C. Sonnenwirth, St. Louis, C. V. Mosby Co., 1963,

3,592 pp. in 2 vol., $47.50.

A new edition of this familiar book has been issued in two massive, handsomely bound,
and well-printed volumes. Twenty-nine authors have contributed to its eight major divisions,

WiliCh include biochemistry, toxicology, hematology, histology and cytology, clinical
microscopy, and electrocardiography. The purpose of this new edition is to “. . . serve as

a reference source, textbook, and laboratory manual How well this purpose will be

achieved will be determined by its usefulness to a wide audience: medical students,

technicians, clinical pathologists, hematologists, and other physicians. Despite the fine

binding and glossy paper, I do not believe that these volumes are competitors for the rank

of “the standard work.” Despite its size, there are too many errors of omission and corn-

mission, there is too little solid scholarship for this work to be considered definitive. Despite

the fact tllat this is its sixth edition, the text as a whole is too uneven, and its image of the

readership that will turn to it for guidance and enlightment is too blurred for its complete

success. Contrast for example, the first chapter on “The Microscope” with the one on

“The Rh-Hr System.” The former is written in the style of an instruction manual for high
school students ( “Keep both eyes open, using one eye for a while and then the other.”);

the latter is a detailed review, in Wienerese, of almost every subtle complexity of the Rh
blood group system. While there is no discounting the correctness of Wiener’s views and

nomenclature, it would have been of value in this type of reference work to offer the

reader more of a chance to compare the Fisher-Race system with Wiener’s. Regardless of

personal feelings, tile fact is that the synlbol Dim is in established usage, yet this is not

mentioned once in the section on variants of the Rh0 factor.

But this is a relatively minor matter. In two volumes chock-full of laboratory recipes,

one will search in vain for methods for the determination of formiminoglutamic acid,

serum folate, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, or antinuclear antibodies. In a 1963

edition of a book on laboratory medicine, the only method described for hemoglobin

analysis is paper electrophoresis. The technics of immunoelectrophoresis and gel-diffusion

are ignored. In these two volumes, which had room enough for chapters on eleetrocardiog-

raphy and hair analysis in police investigation, there is nothing on the use of isotopes in

hematology or endocrinology.

Distressing, too, is the slipshod scholarship. For example, the Donath-Landsteiner test

is incorrectly described on page 1280, and correctly decribed on page 1294. The descrip-

tion of hereditary hemolytic anemias is outdated and lacks any mention of pyruvic kinase

deficiency. The chapter on myeloprohiferative diseases is poorly organized, and contains

potentially harmful errors of fact ( e. g., “It is accepted that idiopathic aplastic anemia is

a uniformly acute, rapidly fatal disease. . .“ ) . Hematologists might shudder at the state-

ment, “The preoperative preparation and postoperative care of patients may require

transfusions of whole blood when there is impaired nutrition, secondary anemia or lowered

resistance.” Why, in such impressive-looking volumes, should the reader be subjected to

chapters ( toxicology section ) that are largely direct quotations from the author’s book,
published in 1961, or his journal article, published in 1957? Perhaps toxicology hasn’t

made any advances since then, but the reader is entitled to at least a rehash for his money.

These are admittedly harsh statements. Yet the public is being asked to lay out almost

$50 for this new edition. For that price they are entitled to a work of lasting value; I
regretfully submit that this edition of Gradwohi is not that.-.--Rohert S. Schwartz

Ms�riions OF IMMUNOHAEMATOLOCIC RESEARCH. BIBLIOTHECA HAEMATOLOCICA FASC. 14.

Edited by Carl Steffen, Basel, S. Karger, 1963, 201 pp., $15.00.

Two years after its 1961 meeting, the proceedings of this symposium on irnmunohematol-

ogy have been published in paper-back fashion. The table of contents clearly demonstrates
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the growth of “inlmunOhematology, with its chapters on the Coonlbs test, leukocyte

agglutination, the antiglobulin consumption test, passive hemagglutination, diffusion in

gel methods, and ultracentrifugation. There is very little in here on platelet antibodies and

nothing on the use of isotopically labeled antisera for the detection or quantitation of cell

fixed antibodies. A great deal of space is devoted to problems of standardization of anti-

globulin sera and of the antiglohuhin consumption test. Curiously, none of the participants

proposed discarding the term “anti-non gamma,” which is so vague as to be useless. It is

unfortunate that this little volume was two years in the making, as much of it is by now

(hated-Robert S. Schwartz

Correction

In the review of Case Decelopmcnt Problems in He,imatology ( BLoc,o 22:358, 1963),

serum L. ca.sei folate levels ��‘ere erroneously printe(l as “1g. ‘ml.” instead of “ng./ml.”

BRIEF REPORTS-LETTERS-HYPOTHESES

In addition to regular articles, the Journal solicits Brief Reports ( no more

than 4-5 double spaced typewritten pages ) of new or preliminary work,

including case reports and methods; Letters to the Editor and Hypotheses for

prompt publication. These �vil1 be subject to editorial review, as are all articles,

but every effort will be made to ensure publication within four nlonths after

submission of material. Readers are invited to comment, critically or otherwise,

upon any articles published in BLOOD. Such letters will be published promptly,

usually together with a conlillent from the author of the article in question.
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